Distributed graph algorithms are the methods for solving graph problems defined over networks of computers, where each vertex is a computing entity (i.e., process) and an edge is a communication link between two processes. This introductory survey presents a brief outline, several important concepts, and the fundamental complexity study of distributed graph algorithms. For a number of standard problems such as the shortest path and the coloring, we spotlight their inherent difficulties and challenges.
Introduction
Today, distributed computing becomes an important and major paradigm. Actually most of modern applications are much or less helped by some sort of distributed computing entities: As well as the Internet and mobile phones, massive data centers, supercomputers, and even your own desktop PCs, which usually equip two or more processing cores, are all entities of distributed computing. The theory of distributed algorithms is developed for mathematical understanding of distributed computing. It includes a large number of computational models, problems, algorithms, and the complexity analyses. In contrast to centralized algorithms (we refer the word ''centralized'' as the meaning of ''working on a single machine''), distributed algorithms always face some characteristic issues such as asynchrony, faulttolerance, and locality of computation. Those issues bring us specific difficulties and challenges of the distributed algorithm design, and despite the long history of the distributed computing research, many researchers still try to overcome those difficulties. This paper is written for introducing a part of basic concepts in distributed algorithms to the people studying about some areas of theoretical computer science (other than distributed algorithms). In particular, we focus on distributed graph algorithms on synchronous message-passing systems. We agree that it is just a piece of theoretical topics of distributed computing. The whole of the theory also includes many attractive problems not necessarily related to graphs: Synchronization on shared-memory systems, Byzantine fault-tolerance, self-stabilization, radio communication, mobile and/or dynamic networks, autonomous robots, and so on. Some of these topics are so important that any textbook never ignores them. Despite their importance, however, we intentionally omit them in this paper. It is mainly because the author's motivation is to give readers the moment for looking at the extension of their own topics to distributed computing. Graphical structures are ubiquitous in theoretical computer science, and often used as a modeling of networked entities. That is, centralized graph algorithms are often motivated by the problems on networks. Furthermore, as stated above, the requirement of distributed control is also ubiquitous in any computing fields. Those two facts naturally yield an interest of distributed graph algorithms -solving problems for networks on networks. Actually, today the distributed computing theory has rich intersections with other areas of theoretical computer science.
In this introductory survey, we particularly highlight the gap between centralized and distributed computing. Interestingly, while most of the graph problems considered in this paper is easy to solve in centralized settings, they contain some inherent difficulties in distributed computing. We try to exhibit such difficulties with simple examples of distributed algorithms and their complexity analyses. We can summarize the aim and contents of the paper as follows:
(1) A brief introduction of the standard message-passing model of distributed computation for graph problems, called CONGEST model. (2) A spotlight to the inherent difficulty lying on the CONGEST model, with several examples of the problems and algorithms. (3) Typical approaches to capture the limitation of distributed computation and several known lower-bound results led by those approaches. Throughout this paper, we stand on a viewpoint that the world of distributed algorithms is roughly divided into two classes, local and global algorithms. While those notions do not have so clear separation, the approaches and techniques to develop upper and lower bounds for them are often quite different. Precisely, in this paper we consider the following problems: Breadth-first-search (BFS) trees, broadcast and aggregation, all-pair shortest paths, minimum spanning trees (MST), vertex coloring, and minimum dominating set (MDS). The former four problems require global algorithms to solve them (but have a different level of global properties from complexity aspects), and the latter two typically allow local solutions. For lower bound sides, we also show two results on the coloring and all-pair shortest paths, which respectively correspond to local and global cases.
Roadmap
We organize the paper as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the CONGEST model. Sections 3 and 4 provide several typical examples of distributed graph algorithms for both global and local cases. Those sections also include several standard techniques for developing distributed graph algorithms. Through a small discussion at Section 5 we also show two examples of lower bound results in Section 6, each of which corresponds to local and global algorithms. Finally we conclude this paper with the references for further reading.
Computational Models 2.1 Distributed Message-Passing Systems
In this section, we present a standard model of distributed message-passing systems, called CONGEST. Before presenting its formal definition, we first give an outline of the model:
. The distributed system is an undirected graph of n vertices and m edges. Each vertex represents a computing entity and an edge corresponds to the bidirectional communication channel transferring messages between its two endpoints. In the context of distributed computing, vertices are often called nodes or processes, and edges are called links. . Each node is a state machine, which changes its own state according to the current state and received messages, with injection of messages sent to its neighbors. A distributed algorithm is the assignment of state machines to all nodes in the system, where the nodes cooperatively change their states and finally reach a desired global configuration. Some algorithms can have local inputs as a part of the initial state of each node. The size of states (i.e., the number of bits necessary to represent internal states) is bounded by polynomial of n, and each state transition must be computed within a time polynomial of n using the random access machine. A distributed algorithm can be randomized. For randomized algorithms, each state machine can utilizes a polynomial-bit random binary sequence at its state transition. . Each node has a unique identifier, and knows the identifiers of its neighbors. Those information is encoded into the initial state of each node. Sometimes extra knowledge, such as the total number n of nodes and/or the maximum degree Á, are assumed, which are also encoded into the initial state. . Each node executes the algorithm in the synchronous way. Executions of the system follow the global discrete time step t ¼ 0; 1; 2; Á Á Á , called a round. At each round, each node sends and receives messages to/from its neighbors and performs local computation. Any local computation and message delivery at any round necessarily completes within the same round. . The size of each message is bounded. At most Oðlog nÞ bits can be transmitted through a single link per one round. . The system is reliable. No processes are prone to failure, and no lost or corruption occurs at any message transmission.
Formal Definition
Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be a directed graph of n nodes and 2m edges representing the system. We refer each node in V as v i (0 i n À 1), and each edge from v x to v y in E as e i ¼ ðv x ; v y Þ (0 i m À 1). Throughout this paper we assume bidirectional links. That is ðv x ; v y Þ 2 E if and only if ðv y ; v x Þ 2 E. Thus we mostly treat a pair of links ðv x ; v y Þ and ðv y ; v x Þ as a single undirected link and refer G as an undirected graph of n nodes and m edges. Occasionally we also use a weighted graph G ¼ ðV; E; wÞ, where w : E ! R is the function assigning some weight to each edge.
We also use some graph-theoretic notations: Let Á i and Á be the v i 's degree and the maximum degree of the (undirected version of) G, respectively, and D be the diameter of G. The set of v i 's neighbors is denoted by N i , and the set N i [ fv i g is denoted by N þ i . Each process v i equips its unique identifier. The set of possible identifies is denoted by S. That is, each node has one element in S as its identifier, and no two nodes have the same element. The notation v i is often used as its identifier. The link connected with each process is identified by local port numbers. For a process v i with degree Á i , the links incident to v i is locally labeled as 0; 1; Á Á Á ; Á i À 1. Note that the local port number is not necessarily consistent between two endpoints of a link. While in this definition each node does not know the identifiers of its neighbors initially, in the following arguments we assume that each node initially knows them (i.e., the node knows the correspondence between local port numbers and neighbors' identifiers), which is easily realized by incurring one extra round for initialization to exchange the identifier with its neighbors.
A process is modeled as a state machine with message transmission. While each process can be modeled as a different state machine, that difference can be encapsulated by the difference of initial states. Thus, we define an algorithm by specifying a single state machine which is independent of process identifiers and any other initial knowledge. However, the type of state transition functions are affected by the number of input/output ports (i.e., degree). Thus the specification of a single state machine is actually defined by the sequence of state machine Å 0 ; Å 1 ; Á Á Á ; Å d ; Á Á Á where Å d is the machine deployed to the process with degree d. This sequence of state machines is precisely defined as follows: Let Q and M be the sets of all possible states and all possible messages used in the algorithm, respectively. Since each message must be Oðlog nÞ bits, jMj must be bounded by a polynomial of n. We also assume that M includes a special message ?, which is a dummy message implying that no message is transmitted. A distributed algorithm is defined by the set of state machines
where the first M d term corresponds to the messages received from each link (k-th entry is the message received from the link with port number k), and the second M d term corresponds to the messages to be sent. If the algorithm is randomized,
, where f0; 1g Ã is the random bit sequence used in state transition. To specify an algorithm, we also have to define the function È determining the initial state of each process. By the same reason as Å, È must be defined as a sequence È 0 ; È 1 ; Á Á Á ; È d ; Á Á Á . The type of function È d depends on what we assume as initial knowledge of each process: For example, if we assume only the identifier of each process, it is defined as È d : S ! Q. Or, if we assume the maximum degree in addition to identifiers, it is defined as È d : S Â N ! Q. Some of problems to be solved in distributed computing take an input from the outside of the system. Those information is also encoded into the initial state of each process. If an algorithm has neither input nor initial knowledge, we define È d as a constant function. Basically, as initial knowledge, this paper assumes that each process knows its identifier, the identifiers of its neighbors (which is stored as the mapping between those identifiers and local port numbers), the maximum degree, and the total number of nodes. In addition, if the network is a weighted graph, the weights of the edges incident to the process are also assumed.
A configuration of the system is a pair of n-tuple of states and 2m-tuple of messages in transmission, where i-th entry of n-tuple corresponds to the state of v i and j-th entry of 2m-tuple is a message transmitted through an edge e j (where we recognize one undirected edge as two directed edges for simplicity of the definition) between a pair of processes. A configuration C transits to the next configuration C 0 by (1) delivering all the messages transmitted through edges at C (i.e., the messages in m-tuple in C), (2) computing the next state of each process, which constitutes the n-tuple part of C 0 , according to the delivered messages, and (3) injecting the messages to each link, which constitutes the m-tuple part of C 0 . An execution of an algorithm is the iteration of the above transitions. It is defined as the sequence of configurations starting from the initial configuration, where the state of each process is determined by È and no message is transmitted (i.e., the m-tuple part is ð?; ?; Á Á Á ; Á Á ÁÞ). The length of the sequence is recognized as the running time of the execution.
Global Algorithms
In this section we consider global algorithms. Informally, global algorithms are recognized as ones whose running time is ðDÞ rounds or more. The most typical example of global algorithms is any kind of (rooted) tree construction. This section shows three cases studies of designing global algorithms, BFS-tree construction and its applications, allpair shortest paths, and minimum spanning-tree construction.
BFS-tree construction
A BFS tree T of (unweighted) graph G rooted by v i is a spanning tree such that the path from v i to any node v j along T is a shortest path in G. Since the output of the BFS-tree problem is a tree, it is represented as a subset of edges in G. In the context of centralized algorithms, the problem of BFS-tree construction is defined as one that is required to output the set of edges constituting T. Can we define the distributed version of BFS-tree construction similarly? That is, some (or all) process(es) must obtain the whole output. It is possible, but does not look so meaningful. Since any spanning tree consists of n À 1 edges and thus the information of a BFS tree is always Âðn log nÞ bits, which is a large amount of information in the context of distributed computing. Even only receiving so long bits can take ðnÞ rounds in the CONGEST model. By this reason, most of distributed graph algorithms do not require each process to get such a whole solution, but rather to keep the solution also in a distributed manner. That is, the goal of distributed algorithms is to make each process have a fragment of the solution. For the BFS-tree problem, the most natural definition is that each process outputs its parent in the constructed BFS tree. More formally, a distributed algorithm ðÅ; ÈÞ solves the BFStree problem if each process v i manages two local output variables parent i and input variable root i as a part of its local state, and terminates with the output values satisfying that T ¼ fðv i ; parent i Þjv i 2 V; root i ¼ FALSEg constitutes a BFS tree of G rooted by process v r with root r ¼ TRUE.
Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code description of a BFS-tree algorithm. It is described by the behavior for each round r ¼ 0; 1; 2; Á Á Á . The principle of the algorithm is very simple. Initially the source node (with root i ¼ TRUE) broadcasts a pulse message to all the neighbors, and when a process v i receives the pulse message first from a neighbor v j , it forwards the message to its neighbors, and sets its pointer parent i to v j . Note that the update of parent i is executed only at the first arrival of the pulse message. Since the pulse message arriving first is transmitted through the shortest path from the source, the parent i necessarily forms an edge of the BFS tree. The running time of the algorithm is obviously bounded by the diameter D of the graph. For the message complexity, each edge carries pulse messages exactly twice. Thus the total number of messages consumed by the algorithm is 2m. Since the BFS-tree algorithm is so simple and fundamental, it appears at a large number of applications. A fundamental application of the BFS-tree algorithm is the broadcast (or information dissemination) and the aggregate computation. The broadcast operation requires all nodes to obtain some information initially held by the root node. The amount of the information can be so large that a single-round transmission is not sufficient to inform it to other nodes. Let b be the size of the information. While repeating Oðb= log nÞ times of flooding processes consumes OðbD= log nÞÞ rounds and Oðmb= log nÞ messages (remind that Oðlog nÞ-bit transmission is possible for a single round in the CONGEST model), a simple pipelined transmission over the BFS tree achieves a better complexity. That is, the algorithm first constructs a BFS tree, and then the data is transmitted over the tree, where at each time any node forwards the message from the parent to its children, and the source node injects a log n-bit fragment of the b-bit information. Since the injection of the whole information needs Oðb= log nÞ rounds, the algorithm takes OðD þ b= log nÞ rounds. About the message complexity, since every data transmission is performed on the constructed spanning tree, the algorithm takes Oðm þ nb= log nÞ messages.
The aggregate computation requires the source node to compute the value of some function f over the values stored by each process. Letting each process v i have some value x i of Oðlog nÞ-bit size, the problem is defined as the one that the source node calculates f ðx 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á x nÀ1 Þ. Our focus here is separable functions, which is representable by using some commutative and associative binary operator È as f ðx 0 ;
. Some of popular functions such as MAX (max k fx k g) and SUM ( P k x k ) belongs to this class. While it obviously takes ðnÞ rounds that the source node collects all the values x 0 ; x 1 ; Á Á Á x nÀ1 , an in-network processing approach easily allows us to compute the output value as follows: First we construct a BFS tree. At the beginning of the aggregate computation, each leaf node first sends the message containing its own value. When an internal node v i gets pieces of computation results 
Unweighted All-Pair Shortest Paths
The problem of all-pair shortest paths (APSP) is to construct n BFS-trees for all n source nodes. We refer parent i ½ j as the output of BFS tree construction rooted by v j .
An important application of APSP is the construction of the shortest-path routing table on each process, which is the map from given destinations to forwarding neighbors. Clearly the values parent i ½0; parent i ½1; Á Á Á ; parent i ½n À 1 is equivalent to that table at v i . One may think that solving APSP is easy. Inherently it just needs to run the BFS-tree construction algorithm for all source nodes in V. However the problem still includes a non-trivial point. The main difficulty of APSP problem is to address congestion, that is, simultaneous transmission of many messages over a single link. If we run n BFS-tree algorithms concurrently, !ð1Þ messages which are injected by n independent runs of BFS construction can be transferred through a single link at the same round. Since the transmission of those messages cannot be completed within a single round, most of them must be delayed. Thus it is not possible to bound the running time of this algorithm with OðDÞ. While we can obtain the naive bound OðnDÞ for this algorithm, which is superlinear of n and thus much expensive.
We can have a simple algorithm to avoid the congestion of n runs, which is proposed in [20] . The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm assumes that a special node v i initiating the algorithm exists, which is referred as one with root i ¼ TRUE. Note that this assumption is easily achieved (e.g., by finding the node with the minimum identifier). First the process initiating the algorithm injects some token, which is circulated over G along DFS order. The process receiving the token at round t, it starts BFS tree construction at t þ 2 (i.e., it starts the construction after waiting one round). Interestingly, this algorithm can avoid completely the congestion of messages used in BFStree construction. For simplicity, we assume that there is no congestion among token circulation and BFS construction. Note that this assumption does not affect the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm because the assumption is realized by executing the token circulation and BFS construction exclusively (e.g., any odd round is spent for the token circulation, and even round for BFS tree construction). Hence in the following argument, we only consider the congestion among n runs of the BFS-tree construction algorithm. run the BFS-tree algorithm with root v i at round r þ 2 25: endif 26:
for each message ðv j ; visitedÞ 2 R do 28: remove v j from unvisited i 29:
endif 30: endfor Lemma 3.2. Algorithm APSP has no congestion of two or more messages used for BFS-tree construction.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that two messages msg j and msg k , which are respectively used for the construction of BFS trees rooted by v j and v k , are simultaneously transmitted from v x to v y . Letting dða; bÞ be the length of the shortest path between v a and v b , and t j and t k be the time when v j and v k start the construction of their respective BFS trees. Without loss of generality, we assume t j < t k . Since msg j and msg k are congested at v x , dð j; xÞ þ t j ¼ dðk; xÞ þ t k holds. Combining with triangle inequality dð j; xÞ þ dðx; kÞ ! dð j; kÞ, we can obtain t k À t j ¼ dð j; xÞ À dðk; xÞ dð j; kÞ (see Figure 1 ). It takes at least dð j; kÞ rounds to make the token move from v j to v k , and each activation of BFS-tree construction must be delayed by one round from the arrival of the token. Thus we also obtain t k À t j > dð j; kÞ, which is a contradiction.
by ÂðnÞ rounds. For the message complexity, the token circulation and each BFS-tree construction spend ÂðmÞ messages, and thus totally ÂðnmÞ messages are used. Theorem 3.3. Algorithm 2 solves the all-pair shortest path problem in ÂðnÞ rounds and ÂðnmÞ messages.
Minimum Spanning Tree
The problem of minimum spanning trees (MST) is to find the spanning tree T of a weighted graph G whose total edge weight is the minimum among all spanning trees. Similar to BFS trees, in distributed settings, it is defined as the problem that each node identifies the subset of T incident to itself.
One popular approach for the MST problem is the greedy algorithm, which iteratively chooses the minimum-weight edge of all remaining edges not producing a cycle (i.e., Kruskal's algorithm). While it is possible to apply this strategy to distributed environment using the aggregate computation and broadcast over a BFS tree, a trivial solution based on that approach takes ðnDÞ rounds at the worst case. That complexity mainly relies on the fact that the greedy choice is inherently sequential. Fortunately, the greedy strategy for the MST problem can be made more friendly with concurrent (multi-)edge choices. The algorithm presented in this section follows this approach. It is known as Gallager-HumbletSpira (GHS) algorithm [14] Ã . In the following argument of this subsection, we assume that every edge has a different weight for simplicity. This assumption is not crucial because we can break ties using the identifiers of endpoints. We first define several notations: Given a weighted graph G ¼ ðV; E; wÞ and its MST T E, a MST fragment F is a subset of T. From the definition of MST fragments, F constitutes a spanning forest. Each subset of F forming a tree is referred as F 0 ;
, and the graph induced by F i is denoted by GðF i Þ. An edge ðv a ; v b Þ is outgoing from F i if one of vertices v a and v b belongs to GðF i Þ and the other does not belong. The minimum-weight outgoing edge (MOE) of the fragment F i is the edge whose weight is the minimum of all edges outgoing from F i . It is denoted by MOEðF i Þ. We can show a fundamental property for MST fragments as the lemma below: Lemma 3.4. Given a weighted graph G ¼ ðV; E; wÞ, let
Proof. Let T 0 be the MST of G, and e ¼ ðv a ; v b Þ ¼ MOEðF i Þ for short. If T 0 contains e, the lemma clearly holds. Suppose for contradiction that T 0 does not contain e. Then, we have a path between v a and v b along T 0 , and that path must include an edge e 0 outgoing from F i . Since e is the minimum outgoing edge, we have wðeÞ < wðe 0 Þ. Now we add e to T 0 . Then we have a cycle containing both e and e 0 . Thus the set of edges T 00 ¼ T 0 [ feg n fe 0 g forms a spanning tree of G. However, the weight of T 00 is smaller than T 0 . It is a contradiction. Ã
The ''parallel'' version of this lemma can be stated as follows:
Proof. Let e 0 ; e 1 ; Á Á Á e kÀ1 be the sorted sequence of fMOEðF 0 Þ; MOEðF 1 Þ; Á Á Á ; MOEðF kÀ1 Þg in descending order of their weights. We can make F grow up by repeatedly picking a fragment and its MOE such that the sequence of edges added to F becomes e 0 ; e 1 ; Á Á Á ; e kÀ1 . Lemma 3.4 guarantees that at each addition the edge set is a MST fragment. It follows that the resultant edge set F [ fe 0 ; e 1 ; Á Á Á ; e kÀ1 g is also a MST fragment. Ã Lemma 3.5 naturally yields an idea of distributed MST construction, which is the principle of Algorithm GHS y . For avoiding unnecessary complications, we give the behavior of the algorithm by a higher-level description rather than the pseudo-code. Note that GHS is originally proposed as an algorithm for asynchronous systems and thus it equips more complicated synchronization mechanisms. Precisely the one presented here is its simplified version considering only for synchronous systems.
y While the algorithms relying on this principle is typically referred as distributed Kruskal's algorithms, it is more suitable to say a distributed implementation of Borůvka's algorithm [41] . The principle of Borůvka's algorithm is completely same as GHS.
IZUMI
. Algorithm GHS manages an MST fragment
. One leader node exists in each subgraph GðF i Þ, which takes the role of finding MOEðF i Þ and broadcasting its information to all the nodes in GðF i Þ. . At the beginning of each iteration, the leader node of component F i broadcasts its identifier to all other nodes in F i . Note that this procedure gives the orientation of tree. That is, each node can identifies the direction to the leader (i.e., the root of the F i ). . Each node asks its neighbors whether they belongs to the same fragment, which can be checked by exchanging the identifiers of the leader nodes. Then each node decides the minimum-weight outgoing edge incident to itself. . Using the aggregate computation shown in Section 3.2, each leader node in F i identifies MOEðF i Þ. Then, it broadcasts the information of MOEðF i Þ to all nodes in F i . . Each node in F i sends the information of MOEðF i Þ to all its neighbors. By this information exchange, the MST fragments are merged. . In the merged MST fragment, a new leader is elected. The algorithm identifies the edge e such that there exists two distinct components F j and F h satisfying MOEðF j Þ ¼ MOEðF h Þ ¼ e. The endpoint of edge e with the smaller identifier is chosen as the new leader. It should be noted that the last step of the outline above elects a unique leader for each connected component of the merged fragment. To explain it, we introduce the notion of fragment graphs. Given fragment
Þ is a directed graph defined as follows: The set V F of vertices is V F ¼ fF 0 ; F 1 ; Á Á Á F kÀ1 g, and a directed edge ðF j ; F h Þ is contained in E F if MOEðF j Þ reaches F h . Then we have the following lemma:
, each weakly-connected component of fragment graph FG F ¼ ðV F ; E F Þ contains exactly one pair ðF j ; F h Þ such that both ðF j ; F h Þ and ðF h ; F j Þ are in E F .
Proof. Taking any connected component C of FG F , we construct an undirected graph C 0 by removing all edge orientations in C. Let c be the number of vertices in C. While C has exactly c MOEs, its undirected version C 0 has no cycle from Lemma 3.5 and thus the number of edges in C 0 is exactly c À 1 (see Figure 2 ). This implies that there exist two edges ðF j ; F h Þ and ðF j ; F h Þ for some F j and F h in C.
Ã
We discuss about the running time of Algorithm GHS. The running time of each iteration mainly relies on the time for broadcast and aggregation, which is upper bounded by the diameter of each connected component F j of the MST fragment. Unfortunately, that diameter can be large independently of the diameter of G. Thus we can bound the running time of each iteration only by OðnÞ rounds. For the total number of iterations, we can show that the number of connected components in the MST fragment is fractionally decreased by one iteration. More precisely, k components are decreased to at most k=2 components, which is easily deduced from the fact that the degree of any vertex in FG F is one. Since the algorithm terminates when the number of components in the MST fragment is one, the number of iterations is bounded by Oðlog nÞ. Consequently, we can have the following theorem: Theorem 3.7. Algorithm GHS computes the minimum spanning tree of given graph G within Oðn log nÞ rounds.
Local Algorithms
In this section we look at local algorithms. While there is no formal definition of local problems and algorithms, they are usually recognized as one such that any process can verify the feasibility and correctness of its local output only by the coordination with the processes within a bounded distance. Typical examples of local problems are vertex coloring, maximal matching, dominating set, vertex cover, maximal independent set, and so on. 
Vertex Coloring
In this section, we explain the fundamental difficulty of local problems with the case study of the vertex coloring problem. A (proper) k-coloring of a graph is to give each vertex to some value (i.e., color) in ½1; k such that two endpoints of any edge have different values. In the context of centralized algorithms, it is often defined as an optimization problem, which requires us to find the minimum value k such that the input graph has a k-coloring. However, this problem is known as a very hard problem, which is NP-complete and even hard to get a good approximated solution [7] . On the other hand, it also allows some explicit upper bound for the number of necessary colors. Any graph with maximum degree Á can be colored properly with Á þ 1 colors. In centralized algorithms, there is an easy way to get a (Á þ 1)-coloring for any given graph. It suffices to repeat the step of picking up an uncolored node and give a color which does not conflict with its neighbors already colored. Since we assume Á þ 1 colors are usable, at any step we can find at least one available color.
In the following argument, we focus on a distributed (Á þ 1)-coloring of input graphs. Despite the triviality of the centralized solution, (Á þ 1)-coloring includes a number of quite non-trivial points in distributed settings. The fundamental difficulty of the distributed coloring is that the pick-and-color approach as stated above does not allow concurrent coloring: If some two nodes neighboring with each other simultaneously change their colors, they can choose the same color. Basically to avoid such a situation, any coloring algorithm have to equip some mechanism making each node reach different behaviors, so-called the mechanism of symmetry breaking.
What helps to break symmetry? A powerful information is identifiers assigned to processes. Actually, because of its uniqueness, identifiers themselves can be regarded as a proper coloring with a large color domain. In this sense,
Since the initial coloring is proper, the nodes recoloring at the same round are not adjacent to each other. Thus, the simultaneous change of their colors does not violate the properness of coloring. send c i to all processes in N i 7:
Nc
send c i to all processes in N i 13:
Nc i received messages 14: endfor If the number of colors used in the initial coloring is k, all nodes finish their recoloring after k rounds. Thus, the running time of the color reduction algorithm for initial k-coloring is ÂðkÞ. If we use identifiers as the initial coloring, the running time is equal to the size of identifier domain jSj, which can be a polynomial of n and thus the algorithm is very slow. To make the reduction fast, we further use a recursive strategy. We give the pseudo-code of a faster coloring in Algorithm 4. The principle of the recursion is explained as follows:
(1) Let binðv i Þ be the binary representation of v i 's identifier. The algorithm first divides all nodes V into V 0 and V 1 according to the first bit of binðv i Þ. If V 0 (resp. V 1 ) is a singleton, the node in V 0 (resp. V 1 ) is colored by zero. if the lowest bit of
run ColorReduceð2ðÁ þ 1ÞÞ (among the processes activating ColoringðxÞ)
Approximation for Minimum Dominating Set
The examples shown in the previous sections are all easy problems in centralized settings. In this section, we consider the minimum dominating set (MDS) problem, which is a popular NP-complete problem, and even known as a hard one to achieve good approximation factors. It has been shown that MDS problem for a graph with maximum degree Á can be approximated within a factor ln Á, and that bound is tight under the assumption of NP 6 ¼ P [49] . Thus the main focus in distributed settings are how we can make the approximation factor close to the best in centralized settings. There are some trade-off between the running time of algorithms and approximation factors: Taking all nodes as the dominating set is a trivial zero-round algorithm achieving approximation factor Á, and the aggregation of all topological information by one node allows the system to compute the dominating set in centralized way, and thus it can achieve ln Á-approximation with OðnÁÞ-round complexity. The algorithm we present here is by Kuhn and Wattenhofer [30] , which exhibits a non-trivial trade-off. It runs with Oðk 2 Þ rounds for an arbitrary positive integer k, and achieves OðkÁ 2=k log ÁÞ-approximation factor. Surprisingly, this algorithm achieves a non-trivial approximation factor even by spending only constant rounds.
It is well-known that the problem of (unweighted) minimum dominating set can be represented as a 0-1 integer programming, which is defined as follows:
. . . ; n À 1Þ;
x i 2 f0; 1g ði ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n À 1Þ;
We refer this integer programming by IPMDS. The main idea of the algorithm is to solve IPMDS approximately via a rounding approach for its linear-programming relaxation. In the following argument we consider the LP relaxation of the above IP by the replacement of condition x i 2 f0; 1g by 1 ! x i ! 0. We call this LP LPMDS-Primal. We describe its dual LP as follows: We call this LPMDS-Dual. Note that in LPMDS-Dual, each variable y i corresponds to each node v i , which implies that y i can be managed by the process v i in the distributed setting stated below. The i-th constraint of the dual LP (which is the Distributed Graph Algorithms 359 inequality corresponding to the i-th row of the constraint matrix) means that the sum of the value over node v i and its neighbors must be at most one. In the following argument, let x ¼ ðx 0 ; x 1 ; Á Á Á ; x nÀ1 Þ, y ¼ ðy 0 ; y 1 ; Á Á Á ; y nÀ1 Þ. We also define jzj ¼ P nÀ1 i¼0 z i for any n-dimensional vector z ¼ ðz 0 ; z 1 ; Á Á Á ; z nÀ1 Þ. By the duality theorem of the linear programming, we can obtain the following lemma: Lemma 4.1. Let Á Proof. The idea behind the proof is the weak duality theorem, which states that for any feasible solutions x and y of LPMDS À Primal and LPMDS À Dual, jxj ! jyj holds. Since jDSj is the value of a feasible solution for LPMDS-Primal, it suffices to show that the left-side sum is the value of a feasible solution for LPMDS-Dual. Precisely, the assignment y i ¼ 1=ðÁ The first part of the algorithm is to get an approximated solution for IPMDS from any approximated solution for LPMDS-Primal by some randomized rounding technique. As we stated, the variable x i is the indicator variable representing whether v i is a member of the dominating set or not, and thus it is inherently managed by each process locally. The crucial requirement of the rounding technique is that it must be local, i.e., each node v i must decide the rounded value of x i only using its local information.
Algorithm 5 is the pseudo-code of the rounding algorithm. It assumes that each node v i initially knows an -approximated solution of LPMDS-Primal, which is denoted by x ðÞ . We define Á x i 1 with probability p i /Ã Probabilistic rounding Ã/ 8: when round t ¼ 2 do : 9:
send x i to all processes in N i 10:
if no message with value one is received then 11:
endif Lemma 4.2. Let DS OPT be an optimal solution of IPMDS, and DS is the solution returned by Algorithm MDSRoundingðx ðÞ Þ (which is a random variable). Then, the following inequality holds:
Proof. Each node has two chances for becoming a member of the dominating set, which are referred as Probabilistic rounding, and Feasibility guarantee in Algorithm 5. Let X and Y be the numbers of nodes which are selected as a member of DS at probabilistic rounding and feasibility guarantee, respectively. In the following argument, we separately bound the expected sizes of X and Y. For the variable X, we have For bounding E½Y, we first consider the probability q i that the node v i is not dominated at Probabilistic rounding. If p j ¼ 1 holds for some node v j in N þ i , we have q i ¼ 0 obviously. Thus we only consider the case where p j < 1 holds for
The second inequality is obtained by the fact of Á Àk . Consequently we can bound E½Y as follows:
From Lemma 4.1, the right-side sum is upper bounded by jDS OPT j. Thus the lemma holds. Ã By Algorithm 5 and Lemma 4.2, the remaining part we have to propose is the design of an approximated distributed LP solver for LPMDS-Primal. The algorithmic idea of that solver is so-called dual fitting scheme [54] , which is concisely stated as follows (in the statements below we assume that the primal problem is minimization and the dual is maximization):
(1) The algorithm iteratively increases the value(s) of some primal variable(s) x until all constraints for x are satisfied (i.e. x becomes feasible). (2) At each iteration, the algorithm also increases the value(s) of dual variable(s) y so that the increment of jyj becomes equal to that of jxj. (3) When x reaches a feasible solution, we obviously have jxj ¼ jyj. If y is a feasible solution, then we can conclude that x is optimal from the duality theorem. However y may be overincreased so that the dual constraints can be violated. That is, it is not necessarily a feasible solution. To make y feasible, we divide it by an appropriate real value . If y= is feasible, we have jyj= ¼ jxj= becomes a lower bound for the primal LP. That is, x is a -approximated solution. Algorithm 6 gives the pseudo-code of the distributed LP solver. The design issues of the dual-fitting scheme are two points, how we increase the primal values, and how we charge the increment of the primal cost to the dual variables. In the centralized dual-fitting algorithm for MDS, the primal variable to be increased is chosen in a greedy manner. That is, the node with the largest number of non-dominated neighbors is chosen at each iteration. In the context of LP relaxation, it is interpreted as choosing the node with the maximum dynamic degree i , which is defined as the number of nodes in N þ i whose corresponding constraint is not satisfied. Actually, Algorithm LPMDSApprox utilizes the same principle as the centralized greedy algorithm: The nodes with larger dynamic degrees are more likely to increase their own variables. However, the perfect simulation of the greedy strategy is inherently sequential, and thus we install a kind of concurrent value-increment strategy. In that strategy, the domain of dynamic degrees ½0; Á þ 1 is divided into k classes. The l-th class is defined as ½ðÁ þ 1Þ ðkÀlÞ=ðkþ1Þ ; ðÁ þ 1Þ ðkÀlþ1Þ=ðkþ1Þ (0 l k À 1). At l-th iteration, the algorithm increases the variables at the nodes whose dynamic degrees belong to l-th class. Each iteration corresponds to the outer for loop of the Algorithm 6. In the pseudo-code, the node satisfying the constraint is labeled by ''gray'', and by ''white'' otherwise. While this class-division strategy works as an approximated greedy algorithm, the concurrent updates inherently yields the problem of overincrease. An example is that all nodes belong to the same class initially (e.g., the graph is regular). Then, every node simultaneously increases its variable, and thus the resultant solution is far from the optimal. To avoid that problem, Algorithm LPMDSApprox adapts a fine-grained increment. Each iteration is further divided into k steps. The information of dynamic degrees and constraint satisfaction are updated at each step. At step h, the variables to be updated are set to the maximum of its current value and 1=ðÁ þ 1Þ
ðkÀhÞ=k . For the dual side, we charge the increment of x i to all its white neighbors. More precisely, at the end of each step, the increment of the x i is distributively broadcast to all white nodes in N þ i , and each node v i increases its dual value y i by the sum of all received values. Note that the construction of the dual solution is just for analysis, and thus actually the Distributed Graph Algorithms 361 algorithm does not have to compute it. Hence the update procedure of dual variables is described as comments in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Algorithm LPMDSApprox for v i 1: local variables: 2:
/Ã g i : initially 0 Ã/ 5:
i : initially Á i 6:
color i : initially ''white''
send color i to all processes in N i 10:
i the number of processes in N i sending ''white'' 11:
/Ã send ðx i À g i Þ=ðÁ i þ 1Þ to all white neighbors Ã/ 17: /Ã y i y i þ the sum of all received values Ã/ 18:
We will give the correctness and analysis of the algorithm. In the following argument we refer the iteration of the outer for loop with value l ¼ i by i-th phase, and the iteration of the inner for loop with value h ¼ i by i-th step. The node v i satisfying i ! ðÁ þ 1Þ l=k at the beginning of some step is called active. We define a The following lemma is a fundamental property about i and the number of active nodes. Lemma 4.3. During the execution of each iteration, for any v i 2 V, i is nonincreasing. Hence if some node v i becomes inactive at some phase, it never becomes active during that phase.
Proof. It is obvious from the fact that no gray node goes back to a white. Ã
We first show two invariants of the algorithm. Lemma 4.4. At the beginning of l-th phase, i ðÁ þ 1Þ ðlþ1Þ=k holds for any v i 2 V.
Proof. Since i Á þ 1 always holds, the lemma is obvious in the case of l ¼ k À 1. For other cases, the value 1=ðÁ þ 1Þ 0=k is set to x i at the end of step zero of ðl þ 1Þ-th phase if i ! ðÁ þ 1Þ ðlþ1Þ=k . Thus, any node in N i becomes gray at ðl þ 1Þ-th phase. It follows that i ¼ 0 holds at the beginning of l-th phase. The lemma holds. Ã Since any active node v j updates its variable x j with maxfx j ; 1=ðÁ þ 1Þ ðhþ1Þ=k g at step h þ 1, we have,
This implies that node v i is colored gray at the end of step h þ 1. Ã
We next show the bound for the increment of dual variables, which is crucial to bound the approximation factor in the dual fitting scheme. Let y Proof. Since any increment of x i is distributed only among white neighbors, the value of y i is increased at step h only when v i is white at the beginning of step h. We consider the following two cases:
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x j are distributed among at least ðÁ þ 1Þ l=k white nodes. Hence we can bound the increment of y i at the first part by P
(Case 2) v i becomes gray at step h: From Lemma 4.3, any active node at step h is also active at step h þ 1 (note that steps are numbered in descending order). Thus for any active node v j 2 N þ i at step h þ 1 of phase l, the corresponding variable x j satisfies x j ! 1=ðÁ þ 1Þ ðhþ1Þ=k , which is also updated with maxfx j ; 1=ðÁ þ 1Þ h=k g at step h. Thus the increment of x j at step h is bounded by 1=ðÁ þ 1Þ h=k À 1=ðÁ þ 1Þ ðhþ1Þ=k . Since the increment of y i is distributed among all white neighbors, whose number is at least j ! 1=ðÁ þ 1Þ l=k , we can bound the increment of y i by
Using Lemma 4.5, we can obtain the bound for the sum of above two cases as follows:
The lemma is proved. Ã Lemma 4.7. Algorithm LPMDSApprox terminates with 2k 2 rounds, and outputs a kðÁ þ 1Þ 2=k -approximated solution x for LPMDS-Primal.
Proof. Since each process broadcasts information twice at each step, the running-time bound is obvious. At the final step of the execution (i.e., l ¼ 0 and h ¼ 0), any node v i with i ! 1 updates its variable x i by one. Since i ! 1 holds for any white node v i (because N þ i includes v i itself), value one is set to x i for any white node at the final step. It implies any node becomes gray at the termination, and thus the feasibility of x is guaranteed.
We follow the principle of the dual fitting scheme to bound the approximation factor of x. That is, it suffices to show that y=kðÁ þ 
Discussion
In the two previous sections, we observed a number of problems and their distributed solutions under the classification of global and local algorithms. That classification naturally yields the notion of global and local problems. Similar to global/local algorithms, the definitions of global and local problems are also not clear, but one can understand some flavors and/or characteristics of those problems from the presented examples. Here we try to summarize the specific properties of global and local problems:
. A common point of global problems is that the problem definition incurs that at least one node must communicate with all other processes. For example, BFS-tree construction is unlikely to be solvable by algorithms where some node may have no information exchange with the root node. Actually, while it is not formally proved, this intuition is true z . Thus any global problems have the universal ðDÞ-round lower bound, where ''universal'' means that the bound holds for any instance. Therefore, the ideal goal for global problems is to get OðDÞ upper bound for any instance. However, of course, it cannot be always achieved. . In contrast to global problems, local problems are recognized as ones allowing faster solutions compared to the z The formal proof is given in [46] . Distributed Graph Algorithms 363 network diameter. In Section 4 we have shown a (Á þ 1)-coloring algorithm with OðÁ log nÞ-round complexity. Note that in executions of k rounds each node can use only the information within k hops from it. Hence, in the proposed algorithm, each node always decides its color only by referring the information within OðÁ log nÞ hops even if the network diameter is ðnÞ. This is the reason why we call it local. In this sense, the ultimate goal of local algorithms is to get Oð1Þ upper bound as shown in the MDS approximation. It is same as global problems that such a goal does not always exist. The summary above also gives an efficiency criteria of distributed graph algorithms. For all-pair-shortest paths and (Á þ 1)-coloring, we do not yet eliminate the possibility of faster algorithms. Can we have OðDÞ-time algorithms for APSP? Or can we have a constant-time coloring algorithms? Unfortunately, we can show such algorithms do not exist. The next section shows how the lower bounds for those problems are obtained.
Lower Bounds

Lower bound for (Á þ 1)-coloring
We first consider the time lower bound for (Á þ 1)-coloring. The main theorem shown in this section is as follows: Theorem 6.1 ([34] ). Letting G be the ring of n nodes whose identifiers are in ½0; n À 1, any deterministic 3-coloring algorithm for G takes ðlog Ã nÞ time x . This theorem implies that we have no constant-time deterministic algorithm of (Á þ 1)-coloring even if we restrict input graphs to rings.
Before the proof of this theorem, we first introduce the notion of views. Formally, a k-view is defined as the sequence of identifiers with length k. Since we fix the topology of the graph to rings, the sequence of identifiers within distance k from a node v i is only the information affecting the behavior of v i in k-round executions. Precisely, the information available to v i by the algorithms terminating within k rounds corresponds to a (2k þ 1)-view consisting of v i , its k predecessors, and its k successors in the ring (Figure 3 ). In this sense, any 3-coloring algorithm terminating k rounds can be defined as a mapping from (2k þ 1)-views to f1; 2; 3g. Let f A be the mapping corresponding to an algorithm A. An important property for k-views and 3-coloring algorithm A is the following lemma: Lemma 6.2. Let A be any 3-coloring algorithm whose running time is k. For any two ð2k þ 1Þ-views w 0 ¼ ðx 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x 2k Þ and
Proof. We consider a ring containing the sequence of identifiers ðx 0 ; x 1 ; Á Á Á ; x 2kþ1 Þ (see Figure 4) . Then, by k-round execution of A, two consecutive nodes x k and x kþ1 obtains the (2k þ 1)-views w 0 and w 1 , respectively. They color themselves by f A ðw 1 Þ and f A ðw 2 Þ. To be the algorithm correct, f A ðw 1 Þ 6 ¼ f A ðw 2 Þ must hold. Ã Letting log ðkÞ n be the function applying log to n by k times, log Ã n is defined as the minimum value k such that log ðkÞ n < 1 holds.
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We define the neighborhood graph, which is a structure to lead the lower round for local problems. The neighborhood graph NG k;n is an undirected graph where each vertex is a k-view, and two vertices corresponding to k-views w 0 ¼ ðx 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x kÀ1 Þ and w 1 ¼ ðy 0 ; y 1 ; x 2 Á Á Á ; y kÀ1 Þ are joined by an edge if x 1 ¼ y 0 ; x 2 ¼ y 1 ; Á Á Á ; x kÀ1 ¼ y kÀ2 and x 0 6 ¼ y kÀ1 hold. In the case of k ¼ 1, any two vertices are adjacent. That is, the topology of NG 1;n is complete. By Lemma 6.2, for any correct 3-coloring algorithm A with running time k, the corresponding function f A must give a proper coloring for NG 2kþ1;n . Thus, to obtain the lower bound for 3-coloring, it suffices to identity the minimum k such that NG 2kþ1;n becomes 3-colorable. Letting ðGÞ be the chromatic number of graph G, Theorem 6.1 is reduced to the following lemma: Lemma 6.3. For any integer k < ðlog Ã n À 1Þ=2, ðNG k;n Þ > 3. This lemma is easily deduced from the fact of ðNG 1;n Þ ¼ n and the following lemma. Lemma 6.4. ðNG kþ1;n Þ ! log ðNG k;n Þ.
Proof. We first define a directed graph B k;n ¼ ðV
Since it is clear that the undirected version of B k;n (denoted byB k;n ) is a subgraph of NG k;n . it suffices to prove that ðB kþ1;n Þ ! log ðB k;n Þ holds. For the proof, we first point out an important relation between B kþ1;n and B k;n . The line digraph DLðGÞ of a directed graph G is one where vertex set is the edge set of G and two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding two edges form a directed length-two path in G. The relation between B kþ1;n and B k;n is stated as follows:
This relation can be verified by an isomorphic mapping between the two graphs. For any node ðx 0 ; x 1 ; Á Á Á ; x k Þ in B kþ1;n , there exists exactly one edge ðw 0 ; w 1 Þ in B k;n such that w 0 ¼ ðx 0 ; x 1 ; Á Á Á ; x kÀ1 Þ and w 1 ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x k Þ. It is easy to check that this mapping is isomorphic: Let u 0 ¼ ðx 0 ; x 1 ; Á Á Á ; x k Þ and u 1 ¼ ðy 0 ; y 1 ; Á Á Á ; y k Þ (x 0 x 1 Á Á Á x k and y 0 y 1 Á Á Á y k ). If u 0 and u 1 are adjacent in B kþ1;n , x 1 ¼ y 0 ; x 1 ¼ y 1 ; Á Á Á ; x k ¼ y kÀ1 hold from the definition. Thus u 1 is rewritten as ðx 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x k ; y k Þ. It implies that u 0 and u 1 are adjacent if and only if there exists length-two path ðx 0 ; x 1 ; Á Á Á ; x kÀ1 Þ, ðx 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x k Þ, ðx 2 ; x 3 ; Á Á Á ; y k Þ in B kþ1;n , that is, u 0 and u 1 are adjacent in DLðB k;n Þ.
The remaining part of the proof is to give a lower bound on the chromatic number ofB kþ1;n . Let c be the chromatic number ofB kþ1;n . From the fact ofB kþ1;n ¼ DLðB k;n Þ, a proper c-coloring toB kþ1;n gives a c-edge-coloring toB k;n . Assuming that the c-edge-coloring is given toB k;n , we give the coloring function É : V B k;n ! 2 ½0;cÀ1 defined as follows:
ÉðvÞ ¼ fx 2 ½0; c À 1jan edge incoming to v in B k;n has color xg:
Suppose for a contradiction that this coloring É is improper. Then there exist two neighboring vertices v 0 and v 1 such that Éðv 0 Þ ¼ Éðv 1 Þ. Letting z be the color of edge e 0 ¼ ðv 0 ; v 1 Þ, v 0 must have an incoming edge e 1 with color z.
However it contradicts the fact that the edge coloring is a proper coloring ofB kþ1;n . This argument implies thatB k;n is 2 c -colorable ifB kþ1;n is c-colorable. Since the chromatic number ofB k;n is lower than or equal to 2 c , we obtain ðB kþ1;n Þ > log ðB k;n Þ. Ã
Lower Bound for All-Pair Shortest Path
The lower bound proof in the previous section utilizes the fact that the local computation on a node v i is affected only by initial states of nearby nodes around v i . In other words, the core of the proof is to analyze whether the amount of information obtained from those nodes is sufficient to break symmetry or not. On the other hand, global problems need another approach because any node can be affected by any other node in ðDÞ-round executions. The lack of information when solving global problems is rather incurred by the limited bandwidth of communication links. This point is easily understood by considering a relaxed model of message-passing systems, where the amount of information transmittable by a single link in one round is unbounded. Since the crucial issue of local problems is the ''spatial'' separation of global information, in many cases this relaxation does not help the improvement of local algorithms. In fact, the lower bound shown in the previous section also holds for the relaxed model. On the other hand, this relaxation is a great help to solve global problems. If we allow unbounded transmission, a single node can aggregate whole of network information (i.e., topology of the graph) with OðDÞ rounds, and thus any problem allowing a centralized solution is solvable with OðDÞ rounds in this model. This observation implies that we have to utilize the bottleneck of information flow over the network to show lower bounds for global problems.
The communication complexity theory first introduced by Yao is a good tool for that objective [58] . Roughly speaking, it is the theory to reveal the amount of communications to compute a global function whose inputs are distributed over the network. The most successful scenario in the communication complexity theory is two-party communication complexity, where two players, called Alice and Bob, have x-bit strings a and b respectively and compute a global function f : f0; 1g
x Â f0; 1g x ! f0; 1g. The communication complexity of a two-party protocol is the number of one-bit messages exchanged by the protocol for the worst case input (if the protocol is randomized, it is defined as the expected number at the worst-case input). One of the most useful problem in communication complexity theory is set-disjointness, which is define as follows: Definition 6.5. The x-bit set-disjointness function disj x : f0; 1g
x Â f0; 1g x ! f0; 1g is defined as follows:
For this problem, the following theorem is known. Theorem 6.6 ( [22, 50] ). The communication complexity of the x-bit set-disjointness problem is ðxÞ.
The fundamental strategy of the lower-bound proof is a reduction to this theorem. That is, we prove that the x-bit setdisjointness is solvable with oðxÞ-bit communication if a faster distributed APSP solution exists } . Lemma 6.7 ( [13] ). If an algorithm solves APSP in oðn= log nÞ rounds, then Âðn 2 Þ-bit set-disjointness problem is solvable with oðn 2 Þ-bit communication.
Proof. The core of the proof is to construct an instance G a;b of APSP with ÂðnÞ nodes from n 2 -bit set-disjointness problem instance ða; bÞ, which has the following properties:
-The nodes in G a;b are separated into two groups V A and V B , and the size of cut ðV A ; V B Þ (i.e., the set of edges crossing the two sets) is ÂðnÞ. -The values a and b can affect only the subgraphs of G a;b induced by V A and V B , respectively. -There exist two decoding functions g A and g B returning zero or one from all the values of APSP returned at V A and V B , respectively, such that both of g A and g B return zero if ða; bÞ is disjoint and at least one of them returns one otherwise. Before stating the details of the construction, we first explain how to reduce the problem using it. Let À be the set of graphs obtained from set-disjointness instances by the construction. Suppose for contradiction that an algorithm solves APSP in oðn= log nÞ rounds for any graph in À. Now we construct a two-party protocol simulating the run of the APSP, where Alice simulates all the processes in V A and Bob does those in V B . To make the simulation proceed, both Alice and Bob need the messages exchanged by the links in cut ðV A ; V B Þ in the run of the APSP algorithm, which are also exchanged in the two-party protocol between Alice and Bob. Since there are ÂðnÞ links between V A and V B , the algorithm terminating within oðn= log nÞ rounds exchanges oðn 2 Þ-bit information between V A and V B . It implies that oðn 2 Þ-bit communication suffices for Alice and Bob to complete the simulation. After the simulation, Alice and Bod compute the values of g A and g B locally. By exchanging the values (which incurs just two-bit transmission), they can decide whether their inputs are disjoint or not. However, the total amount of the communication is oðn 2 Þ bits. It is a contradiction.
The remaining part is how to construct graph G a;b , and the decoding functions g A and g B . For ease of the presentation, we give two-dimensional indexes to set-disjointness inputs a and b. Each bit of a (resp. b) is referred as a ij (resp. b ij ), for i; j 2 ½0; n À 1. The graph G a;b is constructed as follows:
-V a ¼ fp Figure 6 . Ã
The lower bound for the APSP problem is immediately obtained as a corollary of Theorem 6.6 and Lemma 6.7. Theorem 6.8. There is no algorithm solving the APSP problem within oðn= log nÞ rounds.
}
The original proof is given in [13] , which shows the bound for the problem of computing diameter D. The proof presented here is a modified version of it.
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Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have exhibited several examples of distributed graph algorithms and its lower bounds. Since the presented examples are mainly devoted for the introduction, they are just a small part of the whole of distributed graph algorithms. The author concludes this paper with a number of pointers to prior excellent work on this topics:
Global Algorithms
We have shown that several fundamental problems in graph theory inherently require global communication to solve it in distributed settings. Beside the problems we have presented, this class contains maximum flow (and minimum cut), diameter, and so on. All of these problems have a superpolylogarithmic lower bound in the CONGEST model even if the diameter of input graphs is bounded by Oðlog nÞ or constant. For those problems, we give a summary of the state-ofthe-art results: Minimum Spanning Tree The ð ffiffi ffi n p = log n þ DÞ-round lower bound has been shown [48] , and a nearly-tight upper bound (an algorithm with Oð ffiffi ffi n p log Ã n þ DÞ running time) is known [15] . The lower bound result is extended to the approximated version of distributed MST. Interestingly, for any > 0, distributed n -approximation of MST has the same lower bound as the exact computation [10] . The hardness behind these lower bounds is that the adversary can make the minimum spanning tree of a graph G completely unrelated to the topology of G (e.g., the MST has a linear diameter in spite of a small diameter of graph G). A distributed Oðlog nÞ-approximation of MST under the
